'48% to 57%. Salient features of the experiment were the use of neutron counters for time-of-flight measurements as well as angular information and the use of optical spark chambers, seven to eight radiation lengths thick, for the detection of the y rays from the decay of the TID. The center-of-mass angular range covered by the 20 neutron counters was typically -.78 < cose ,< .87. For each momentum there are approxic.m. ' ,mately 10,000 events which fit TI-P -+ TIon with a confidence level 6f at least ~O%. qualitatively similar in many respects also predict somewhat different behavior for pee) in the reaction 'IT-P -+ 'IT°n. We expect our results to provide meaningful new input to analyses of pion-nucleon scatte'ring.
The choice of momenta, 1030, 1245, 1440, 1590, and 1790 MeV/c, was based on the existence of rather complete sets of data in the other easily Neutron time-of-flight could be measured to ±0.5 nsec. The photons from the ~ decay were detected in two multiplate optical spark chambers located -3 - to the right of the target. These chambers were 7-8 radiation lengths thick, and had been used previously in the experiments of Nelson et al. (5) to measure various neutral, final states resulting from n-p + neutrals.
Surrounding the target on all sides, as well as top and bottom, was a system of scintillation counters whose function it was to veto events with charged particles. Sheets of lead, tungsten and even platinum were used in conjunction with those veto counters which were not in the incident beam nor in the path of the gamma rays going into the spark chambers. In this way all neutral final states with gamma rays leaving the target in direction other than the spark chambers had a high probability of being vetoed. It was especially important to have very high veto efficiency " in the forward direction so that the large number of transmitted beam particles could be efficiently detected. To this end several counters (AI, AI', As and A6) were used. Using all of these veto counters we found that only 10-3 of all incident pions failed to be vetoed when the target was in place.
The multiplate spark chambers were fired and subsequently photographed whenever the following criteria were satisfied: (1) a charged pion went into the target and no veto counter had a pulse; (2) a neutral particle went into one of the neutron counters and was detected there. Data was acquired at a rate of about 5 to 8 events per Bevatron pulse and was usually 2) At each momentum data were taken with a "dummy" target in place.
This "dummy" contained no free protons but was otherwise made so as to simulate the real target as closely as possible. The dununy target data were used to estimate background effects.
* "Passing" events having confidence level> 10%, "failing" events having confidence level < 1%. We emphasize that the results presented here are preliminary. In our more complete analysis we hope to be able to use events from the polarized target with large values of P B to estimate the background in. the region of low P B , thus improving the reliability of the background subtraction.
A few data points have been intentionally omitted because of uncertainties in the backgroundsubttaction.
We have also analyzed the raw data from the experiment using only the neutron-time-of-flight information (no spark chamber information). The latter method has the advantage of higher statistics, although at the expense of a lower signal-to-background ratio. At this stage in the analysis, we have qualitatively good agreement between the two methods.
Our results are shown in Figs. 5-9 . The solid and dashed curves are the predictions of the Almehed(3) and Saclay(4) analyses respectively.
The errors shown are statistical only. In addition systematic effects, resulting primarily from uncertainties in the background subtraction could at this stage of the analysis still modify these results significantly.
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